
A quiet moment after display set up, just before the crowd broke through the doors and flooded the room. Marion Martinez, left, owner of Basically Birds, chats with convention workers about – what else – BIRDS!!

Art Risser, Jr., Curator of Birds, San Diego Zoo, delivered a very interesting lecture. If you missed it, you can read some of the material he covered in his article – BIRD SEXING on page 32.
A new product "Preen" made its debut at the convention and received much enthusiasm. John Moseley, left, with his pet parrot "Sunshine", made a purchase from Dr. Blair and assistant, Holly Maum. See ad on page 34.

**Always IN the Winner's Circle**

**PETAMINE and BUDGIMINE**

(by Kellogg of course)

BREEDERS! Do you want year round health and performance for your prize winners? Do you insist on a specially formulated COMPLETE bird diet, university tested? Do you ask for all of this and CONSISTENT Quality? Why not use the two top winners, Petamine and Budgimine. Now available at your dealers' in ECONOMY sizes 5, 10 and 25 lb. pkgs. Or write Kelloggs for the supplier nearest you.

**LOFT-KELLOGG CO., INC.**

322 E. Florida St. Milwaukee, Wis. 53201 (414) 276-0373